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ABSTRACT
This paper explores the effectiveness of using large language mod-
els (LLMs) for personalized movie recommendations from users’
perspectives in an online field experiment. Our study involves a
combination of between-subject prompt and historic consumption
assessments, along with within-subject recommendation scenario
evaluations. By examining conversation and survey response data
from 160 active users, we find that LLMs offer strong recommen-
dation explainability but lack overall personalization, diversity,
and user trust. Our results also indicate that different personalized
prompting techniques do not significantly affect user-perceived rec-
ommendation quality, but the number of movies a user has watched
plays a more significant role. Furthermore, LLMs show a greater
ability to recommend lesser-known or niche movies. Through qual-
itative analysis, we identify key conversational patterns linked to
positive and negative user interaction experiences and conclude
that providing personal context and examples is crucial for obtain-
ing high-quality recommendations from LLMs.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing→ Human computer interac-
tion (HCI); • Information systems → Users and interactive
retrieval; Recommender systems; • Computing methodolo-
gies → Natural language generation.

KEYWORDS
Large LanguageModel, Generative AI, Recommender System,Human-
AI Interaction
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1 INTRODUCTION
Large language models (LLMs) have been developed extensively
and applied to various domains to assist with a range of human
tasks [6, 10, 30]. Previous studies have examined the integration
of LLMs into recommender systems (RecSys) using two main ap-
proaches: 1) Using LLMs in the RecSys training process, such as
testing fine-tuning techniques for candidate generation [62], gen-
erating latent space or item descriptions [2, 48, 57], and designing
personalized prompts for downstream recommendation tasks [17];
2) Leveraging LLMs to simulate user agents [22] or directly evaluate
recommendation results [14, 56].

However, there is a shortage of studies focusing on real user
evaluations of LLM-based recommenders, an essential but chal-
lenging step in gauging practical recommender system (RecSys)
performance [26]. Given their interactive and question-answering
nature [55], LLMs are ideal for tasks that aim to make recommenda-
tions more transparent to users [5]. Real user evaluations can offer
deeper insights into recommendation quality by focusing on human-
centric values like interpretability, trustworthiness, and why users
like or dislike certain recommended items [25, 42]. These evalua-
tions can help clarify the underlying characteristics that contribute
to user satisfaction with recommendations.

In this study, we explore the gap by understanding the quality
of recommendations generated by pre-trained open-source LLMs
under differently-personalized system prompts and three distinct
scenarios. With hundreds of active users recruited from an online
movie recommender system, we develop a chatbot user interface
and assess their natural interaction experience to get personalized
recommendations from LLMs in an online field experiment. By
analysing survey response and users’ conversation patterns, we
address the following three research questions:

RQ1: How do users perceive the LLM recommender compared to a
classic recommender experience?

RQ2: How do different prompts, scenarios, or users’ native con-
sumption factors influence perceived LLM recommendation qualities?

RQ3: What are some effective interaction strategies users can em-
ploy with the LLM to attain more satisfactory recommendations?

We outline themain contributions of this paper as follows:
• We confirm that out-of-the-box LLMs excel in providing ex-
plainable recommendations and creating an interactive user
experience. However, they struggle with generating person-
alized, novel, diverse, serendipitous, and trustworthy movie
recommendations compared to traditional recommenders.
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Few-shot

One-shot

Zero-shot

Long-trip

Birthday

Niche

Like? 
Satisfied?

Step 1: Real users from the MovieRec 
website are recruited to interact with 
LLMRec that are randomly prompted 
with one of three approaches for 
personalization.

Step 2: Users interact with the LLMRec for all three 
scenarios which are randomly ordered. The context of each 
scenario is provided in the survey. After completing 
interaction, the user is guided to fill out some evaluation 
questions specific to that scenario back in the survey.

Step 3: After completing all three 
scenarios, users fill out a summary 
survey about their overall 
interaction experience.

MovieRec

x 

Compare LLMRec to 
MovieRec, which gives 

you more…

Active in 2023:
Rated >= 20 movies
logged in >= 12 times

Dear User,

We are experimenting with a personalized 
recommendation chatbot. If you are 
interested in participating, please click the 
link to enter the study.

 

Figure 1: Overview of the LLM recommender user study design.

• We find that different prompting techniques do not signifi-
cantly impact user-perceived recommendation quality and
experience. We also reveal that user consumption history
plays a significant role in how they appreciate recommenda-
tions generated by LLMs. Moreover, LLMs better accommo-
date niche or unpopular movie recommendations, compared
to more personalized or ask-for-others requests.

• An analysis of user conversation patterns shows that provid-
ing context or examples is crucial for improving recommen-
dation quality and user satisfaction with LLM recommenders.

In the rest of this paper, we first review relevant literature, then
share details of the study procedure, followed by presenting the
results of RQs and analysis with both statistical and qualitative data
from the survey response. Finally, we synthesize the findings and
design implications for future LLM-RecSys applications.

2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Large Language Models in Recommendation
Trained on vast textual corpora, LLMs have demonstrated remark-
able capabilities on a variety of tasks relying on textual instructions
[44]. Their applications extend beyond natural language processing
(NLP) [43] into fields like education [4, 24] and medicine [50]. To
harness the full potential of LLMs, several studies have examined
prompting techniques to improve their performance. These tech-
niques include one-shot or few-shot prompting, where the model
learns from provided examples [34], and more advanced strategies
such as ‘Chain of Thought’ (CoT) [54] and ‘Tree of Thoughts’ (ToT)
[58], which introduce structured reasoning to generate responses.

As LLMs’ capabilities grow, an increasing body of research fo-
cuses on their use in RecSys. This work often frames recommen-
dation tasks as language-based problems and adapts LLM architec-
tures [17, 28, 29, 63]. Another emerging trend is applying LLMs to
RecSys tasks in a zero-shot setting. For example, Liu et al. and Dai
et al. examined ChatGPT’s potential for RecSys tasks [13, 32], while

He et al. explored LLMs as zero-shot recommenders in conversa-
tional settings [20]. Sanner et al. found that LLMs are competitive
with cold-start recommenders, especially with natural language
preferences, and that few-shot prompting outperforms zero-shot
[46]. However, these studies mainly focused on offline evaluations,
using LLMs solely as recommendation engines while neglecting
online user experiences.

To bridge the gap between theoretical assessments and real-
world applications of LLM-based recommenders, we conduct live
experiments with actual users of an operating movie recommender
site. These experiments involve users interacting with LLMs via
a real-time chatbot interface to get recommendations. Our study
examines not only the impact of prompting techniques on offline
RecSys tasks, as outlined in [31], but also how different prompting
approaches—specifically zero-shot, one-shot, and few-shot—affect
user experiences in practical recommendation scenarios. By gather-
ing direct feedback from users, we gain valuable insights into their
engagement and evaluate the LLM’s recommendation performance
in real-world conditions.

2.2 RecSys User Experience
User experience studies in recommendation systems (RecSys) are
crucial for creating solutions that meet user needs and expectations.
Researchers like Pu et al. and Knijnenburg et al. proposed human-
centric frameworks to evaluate RecSys user experiences [25, 41].
Agner et al. examined the effectiveness of machine-learning-based
streaming media recommendation systems, focusing on users’ men-
tal models [3]. Liu and Wang investigated how different types of
explanations could improve user trust and satisfaction through
online experiments [33]. Narducci et al. explored user interactions
with chatbot recommenders powered by PageRank algorithms [38].
However, these studies did not specifically focus on user experi-
ences when interacting with LLMs in RecSys.
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Granada et al. conducted a study on an LLM-based conversa-
tional RecSys, assessing its performance with personalized and non-
personalized recommendations. They evaluated accuracy, safety,
and fairness [18]. Silva et al. leveraged ChatGPT to generate person-
alized movie recommendation explanation to users and evaluated
user perception of personalization, effectiveness, and persuasive-
ness with a user study [48]. In contrast, our study focuses on user
experiences with recommendations generated directly by the LLM,
without relying on predefined candidate lists. Along with evaluat-
ing the impact of personalized and non-personalized recommenda-
tions, we also examine how different prompting techniques affect
user experiences. Using metrics like diversity, novelty, serendipity,
trustworthiness, and explainability, we ask users to compare recom-
mendations from a baseline RecSys with those from an LLM-based
system. This helps understand how to best integrate LLMs into
existing RecSys to improve user experiences.

3 STUDY DESIGN
As illustrated in Fig. 1, our study design can be split into three
phases: 1) participant recruitment and personalized system prompt
generation; 2) interaction with LLM-based recommender under
different scenarios; and 3) scenario-based and summary surveys
including various evaluation metrics.

3.1 Participants and Personalized Prompts
We partnered with a movie recommendation platform (MovieRec1)
to select qualified participants for our study. To ensure that users
had substantial experience with recommender systems, providing
a baseline for comparison in survey questions, we recruited only
active users who logged into the system at least 12 times and rated
more than 20movies in 2023. Using these criteria, we identified 3,031
qualified users from the platform’s database. Recruitment messages
and access to the questionnaire were displayed prominently on
users’ homepages upon their initial login during the experiment
period. Participation was entirely voluntary, with no incentives
provided, promotingmore thoughtful responses to survey questions.
Our study design was determined as a non-human subject study
by our institutional review board (IRB).

For the recommendation task, we used the pre-trained Llama2-
7b-Chat [51], an open-source model released by Meta in 2023, de-
signed for conversational dialogues 2. Due to privacy concerns
related to user data, we hosted the model on a local server instead
of using a cloud-based API. We differentiated three prompting tech-
niques based on the level of personalized user context provided,
as outlined in Fig. 2. Beyond the shared general guidelines, the
zero-shot prompt only contained the top three rated genres based
on each user’s historical ratings. The one-shot prompt included
three additional lists that each contains one movie most recently
liked (top 10% of user’s all ratings), disliked (bottom 10% of user’s
all ratings), and recommended for the user based on the platform’s
existing recommendation model. The few-shot prompt extended
this by listing four movies in each category. This design was in-
spired by previous research, suggesting that providing more than

1The platform’s real name is anonymized and will be revealed upon publication of this
paper.
2Download link: https://huggingface.co/meta-llama/Llama-2-7b-chat-hf

five example movies could lead to unstable outcomes [47]. Addi-
tionally, we categorized each movie’s popularity into three tiers:
high, medium, and low, based on their respective percentiles in the
MovieRec database based on its total number of user ratings (high:
top 20%, medium: 60%-80%, low: below 60%).

3.2 User Interface and Scenarios
For user interaction, we developed the chatbot interface using Gra-
dio 3, as shown in Appendix Fig. A1. Throughout the rest of the
paper, we’ll refer to this interface as LLMRec. Users were encour-
aged to interact with the chatbot for as long as they needed in each
scenario. To mitigate potential latency issues arising from multiple
users making inference requests, we ran pilot tests to ensure the
model could handle real-time inference for at least two users at
once. Additionally, we included a disclaimer message and an esti-
mated wait time on the chatbot interface to keep users informed
about potential generation queues during their interactions.

Upon entering the survey, users were greeted with an infor-
mational page followed by three common movie recommendation
scenarios: 1)Ask-for-others – Friend’s or Family’s Birthday; 2) Person-
alization – Long Trip; and 3) Unpopular – Something Niche. Detailed
description of each scenario is included in Fig. 3. To mitigate poten-
tial position bias, the order of scenarios was randomized for each
user within the questionnaire. This ensured that users’ prior expe-
riences did not influence their responses to subsequent scenarios.

3.3 Evaluation Metrics
When finishing their conversation with LLMRec in each scenario,
users were directed back to the survey to answer a set of questions.
These questions covered: 1) their general appreciation of the rec-
ommendation scenario, focusing on enjoyment and satisfaction;
and 2) a comparison between their experiences with MovieRec and
LLMRec, measured by factors such as Personalization, Diversity,
Novelty, Serendipity, Trustworthiness, and Explainability. The de-
tailed phrasing of the survey questions for each scenario is shown
on the left side of Fig. 4, inspired by previous designs from Ekstrand
et al. and Nguyen [15, 39].

After completing the scenario evaluations, users were directed
to a summary page to provide feedback on their overall interac-
tion experience with LLMRec. Drawing inspiration from chatbot
survey designs in Chaves and Gerosa’s work, we asked users to
rate various aspects of chatbot interaction, including Responsive-
ness, Understandability, Helpfulness, and whether they would like
to see LLMRec integrated into the MovieRec platform in the future
[11]. The survey concluded with an optional free-response question,
allowing users to share additional, unstructured insights.

4 RESULTS
Our experiment ran for onemonth from 02/13/2024 until 03/14/2024.
In total, 449 users enrolled in the study (i.e. opening the question-
naire), 178 submitted the questionnaire, and we build our analysis
with 160 unique users who have completed all quantitative ques-
tions except the optional free response. The distribution of prompt-
ing techniques is relatively equal in size, with 56 users in zero-shot,
48 users in one-shot, and 56 users in few-shot bucket. The median

3https://www.gradio.app/
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You are a movie recommender chatbot. 
You give movie recommendations to users 
based on their profile. 
Your job now is to fully understand the user 
profile based on the given context and give 
them recommendations based on their 
input. 
Here are some rules for you to follow while 
generating a response:
1: Give an explanation for why each of the 
recommendations is a good fit for the user;
2: Give a maximum of 5 recommendations, 
unless specified otherwise by the user;
3: Give a predicted rating for the movie on 
a scale of 1 to 5: this is a rating the user 
would give to the movie if they watched it; 
4: Mention how popular the movie is. 
Choose from among High, Medium, Low: 
High being most popular, Low being least; 
5: Avoid recommending movies already 
rated by the user.

Use this information to understand the user 
tastes and preferences, based on their 
genres. Choose a movie that is appropriate 
based on their profile and request.

General Rule

Favorite genres of the user: [Drama, Comedy, Adventure]

Zero-shot Prompting

Favorite genres of the user: [Drama, Comedy, Adventure]
Movies recently liked by the user: [Miracles from Heaven (2016), Rating: 5.0/5, Popularity: High]
Movies recently disliked by the user: [Polar Express, The (2004), Rating: 2.5/5, Popularity: High]
Some candidate recommendations for the user: [Babylon 5, Rating: 4.8/5, Popularity: High]

One-shot Prompting

Favorite genres of the user: [Drama, Comedy, Adventure] 
Movies recently liked by the user:

[Miracles from Heaven (2016), Rating: 5.0/5, Popularity: High,
Pride and Prejudice (1995), Rating: 5.0/5, Popularity: High,
Moon (2009), Rating: 5.0/5, Popularity: High,
AlphaGo (2017), Rating: 5.0/5, Popularity: High] 

Movies recently disliked by the user:
[Polar Express, The (2004), Rating: 2.5/5, Popularity: High,
Cheaper by the Dozen (2003), Rating: 3.0/5, Popularity: High,
Alice in Wonderland (2010), Rating: 2.5/5, Popularity: High,
Miss Congeniality 2: Armed and Fabulous (2005), Rating: 3.0/5, Popularity: High]

Some candidate recommendations for the user:
[Babylon 5, Rating: 4.8/5, Popularity: High,
Unforgiven (1992), Rating: 4.8/5, Popularity: High,
Man Who Shot Liberty Valance, The (1962), Rating: 4.8/5, Popularity: High,
Patch of Blue, A (1965), Rating: 4.8/5, Popularity: High]

Few-shot Prompting

Figure 2: Diagram depicting the general rule and randomly selected prompting technique of the LLM for engaging with users
at the 1st phrase of the user study.

Birthday Scenario
Imagine you’re going out to see a movie with a friend or 
family member for their birthday. Think first about who 
you’re going with, then interact with the chatbot to get 
recommendations.

Long-Trip Scenario
Imagine you’re picking movies to download to take with you 
on a long trip, and you want some you’re pretty sure you’ll 
gonna like (movies you haven’t seen but are very much in 
line with your movie taste).

Niche Scenario
Imagine you’ve been watching a lot of popular movies, and 
you’re tired of them. You want to watch something niche.

Figure 3: Three recommendation scenarios.

of user response time is 17.62 minutes for completing evaluation of
all three scenarios.

4.1 User-assessed LLMRec Quality
Based on user survey responses comparing their MovieRec to LLM-
Rec experiences, we categorized responses into three groups: prefer
MovieRec, About the Same, and prefer LLMRec. In comparison to
MovieRec, LLMRec stood out for its explainability, but users gen-
erally found MovieRec to offer more novel, diverse, accurate, and
trustworthy recommendations across all three scenarios (Fig. 5).

To gain a deeper understanding of individual user experiences,
we conducted a qualitative analysis of the free-response data (N=137)
using the classic grounded theory method (GMT) [8]. In this ap-
proach, three researchers who were trained in GMT independently
coded the user responses. To ensure accuracy, we cross-checked
10% of each other’s coding at random. Subsequently, all researchers
met to do thematic analysis [12], assigning each code to one or

more topic clusters and iterating this process until all ambiguities
were resolved. Ultimately, we identified three major themes.

4.1.1 Defect of RecommendationQuality. The first major theme we
identified revolves around the attributes where LLMRec fell short.
Many users complained about a lack of personalization (N=39) and
novelty (N=56) in the recommendations they received. As partic-
ipant P50 remarked, "...I received repetitive recommendations for
movies I had already watched. While it correctly grasped the concept
of gore and violent films, it predominantly suggested love stories for
me and my wife, which lacked the variety I anticipated." Another
significant issue users noted was low diversity (N=10) and high-
popularity (N=18). P376 summarized this by saying, "It pretty much
always stuck to only the most popular movies of all time."

4.1.2 Interactivity, Explainability, and Context. In this theme, users
shared their positive interaction experience with LLMRec (N=49).
P153 praised, "I like that it is interactive and takes many of my already
established preferences into consideration when making recommen-
dations." Building on this interactivity, users like P368 also enjoyed
getting explanations on why they got certain recommendations,
"I like that it explains why I might like the films–this is far better
than the traditional MovieRec interface." In addition to explanations,
users found LLMRec supported context-oriented recommendation
well, accommodating mood, interests of others, or even quickly
extracting preferences from new users. As P407 remarked,"I like
the additional option to tell the chatbot some information about what
I want to watch which I can’t do if I only rate movies. Addition-
ally it can be helpful to get recommendations faster, if you’re new to
recommender services and haven’t rated that much yet."
4.1.3 Control, Trust, and Transparency. Despite generally positive
interactions, users expressed concerns about the reliability of LLM-
Rec (N=42). One issue was the difficulty in user control. As P169
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Metric                  Survey Question

Enjoyment                I like this interaction scenario.
Satisfaction              The recommended movies satisfy my needs.

Strongly Disagree <-------------------->Strongly Agree

Personalization       Which gives you more recommendations matching your interest?
Diversity                  Which gives you more recommendations with higher variety?
Novelty                     Which gives you more recommendations you have never heard about?
Serendipity               Which gives you more unexpected but enjoyable recommendations?
Trustworthiness        Which gives you more trustworthy recommendations?
Explainability           Which gives you more explainable recommendations?

Definitely MovieRec <---------->Definitely LLMRec

Metric                  Survey Question
Responsiveness       LLMRec was responsive to my instructions.
Understandability   LLMRec understood my goals.
Usefulness               LLMRec helped me get useful movie recommendations.
Future Use               I would interact with LLMRec as a feature in the system in the future.

Strongly Disagree <-------------------->Strongly Agree

Can you share some thoughts on what you like and dislike about getting recommendations 
from LLMRec?

Free Response

Scenario Questions Summary Questions

Figure 4: Survey Question as evaluation metrics.

0 20 40 60 80 100
Population

Birthday-Personalization
Birthday-Diversity
Birthday-Novelty

Birthday-Serendipity
Birthday-Trustworthiness

Birthday-Explainability
Long-Trip-Personalization

Long-Trip-Diversity
Long-Trip-Novelty

Long-Trip-Serendipity
Long-Trip-Trustworthiness

Long-Trip-Explainability
Niche-Personalization

Niche-Diversity
Niche-Novelty

Niche-Serendipity
Niche-Trustworthiness

Niche-Explainability

Sc
en

ar
io

-m
et

ric

60.6% 16.2% 23.1%
71.9% 16.2% 11.9%

82.5% 11.2% 6.2%
59.4% 28.7% 11.9%

55.0% 30.6% 14.4%
29.4% 21.9% 48.8%

66.2% 15.0% 18.8%
77.5% 13.1% 9.4%

85.0% 6.9% 8.1%
65.0% 25.6% 9.4%

61.9% 26.2% 11.9%
34.4% 20.0% 45.6%

56.9% 19.4% 23.8%
70.6% 14.4% 15.0%

66.9% 16.9% 16.2%
51.9% 28.7% 19.4%

55.0% 31.2% 13.8%
30.6% 17.5% 51.9%

Prefer MovieRec About the Same Prefer LLMRec

Figure 5: User perception of recommendation quality from
LLMRec compared to the classic MovieRec experience.
All LLMRec-MovieRec pairs are tested with paired t-test
and shows p <= 0.05 statistical significance except for the
Birthday-Explainability and Long-Trip-Explainability.

shared, "...In the road trip scenario, it got fixated on horror movies
and started only suggesting those, even though I dislike them very
much." Similar to previous empirical study on LLMs [21], we also
observed hallucination in recommendation scenarios, which deeply
undermines user trust. P47 commented, "I am also wary about the
chatbot suggestions because I know it can often hallucinate and not
understand me clearly etc. I feel like I can’t rely fully on chatbot,
compared to relying on my own judgement and judgement of other
users that in regular movie selection experience." This sense of disap-
pointment prompted users to call for more transparency in LLM
recommendations. P23 noted, "It was also a black box, I like knowing
that the algorithm is SVD based (for example), as opposed to whatever
the collaborative intelligence model has scraped from the internet."
With data from the MovieRec-LLMRec comparison and qualitative
analysis, we answer RQ1:

RQ1: How do users perceive the LLM recommender compared to a
classic recommender experience?

Our findings suggest that while users found LLM recommenders
superior to classic systems in terms of explaining recommended
movies, they also noted a lack of algorithmic transparency in the
recommendation process. Users appreciated the LLM’s smooth

interaction flow and its ability to adapt to customized recommen-
dation contexts. However, the recommendations were often non-
personalized and skewed toward popular, homogeneous content,
which diminished user trust and reduced the perceived reliability
of the LLM recommender.

4.2 Effect of Prompt, Scenario, and Rating
In the second stage of our analysis, we used a between-subject
prompt-wise test and a within-subject scenario-wise test to exam-
ine differences across various response groups. We applied one-way
ANOVA and pairwise Tukey’s HSD [1] tests to assess statistical
significance. Surprisingly, we did not find significant differences in
evaluation metrics between different prompts (see Appendix Table
A1). However, our ANOVA tests revealed group-wise statistical
differences in the means for Enjoyment, Satisfaction, Novelty, and
Serendipity scores (Fig. 6 and Table 1). Notably, users found the
Niche scenario more enjoyable and satisfying compared to the Trip
scenario. They also felt they received more novel and serendipi-
tous recommendations in the Niche scenario than in the other two
scenarios.

F-val P-val B-T B-N T-N

Enjoyment 3.244 .040 - - .363 (.031)
Satisfaction 4.239 .015 - - .419 (.011)
Novelty 8.461 .000 - .410 (.002) .438 (.001)
Serendipity 3.476 .032 - - .319 (.027)

Table 1: AVOVA and pairwise Tukey’s HSD test results for
different scenario metrics. Pairwise stats include the mean
difference and p-val in bracket. N: Niche, T: Trip, B: Birthday.

The absence of differences across prompting techniques led us
to investigate other potential factors affecting user perceptions
beyond LLM attributes. By querying the MovieRec database, we
categorized users into three groups based on their total number of
ratings, as outlined in Table 2. This allowed us to determine if a
user’s historical movie consumption correlated with variations in
recommendation and chatbot quality metrics (Fig. 6 and Table 3).

Using ANOVA, we found statistically significant differences
among these groups for several metrics, including recommenda-
tion Enjoyment, Satisfaction, Personalization, Novelty, Serendipity,
and chatbot Responsiveness, Understandability, and Usefulness. Light
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percentile # ratings # users

light-rater <=25% <=406 40
medium-rater 25 -75% 406-1522 80
heavy-rater >=75% >=1522 40

Table 2: User rating buckets
F-val P-val L-M M-H L-H

Enjoyment 7.360 .001 -.429(.007) - .600(.001)
Satisfaction 8.195 .000 - -.417(.011) -.658(.000)
Personalization 6.976 .001 - -.350(.037) -.609(.001)
Novelty 7.718 .001 -.396(.003) - .508(.001)
Serendipity 9.087 .000 - -.363(.009) .592(.000)
Responsiveness 5.290 006 - -.538(.047) -.825(.005)
Understandability 4.626 .011 - - -.750(.010)
Usefulness 5.349 .006 - -.650(.018) -.825(.008)
Table 3: AVOVA and pairwise Tukey’s HSD test results for
different rater metrics. Pairwise stats include the mean dif-
ference and p-val in bracket. L: Light, M: Medium, H: Heavy.

raters found LLMRecmore enjoyable and novel compared tomedium
and heavy raters. Heavy raters, however, were less satisfied with
LLMRec, reporting it was less personalized, less responsive to their
requests, and less likely to generate unexpected recommendations.
They also indicated that LLMRec did not understand their needs as
well as it did for those who had rated fewer movies in the past.

Enjoyment Satisfaction Novelty Serendipity
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

* *

**

*** *

Means and STDs under different scenarios

birthday
trip
niche

Enjoyment Satisfaction Personalization Novelty Serendipity Responsiveness Understandability Usefulness
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

**

***

*

***

*

***

**

***

**

***

*

** **

*

**

Means and STDs for users with different number of ratings
light-rater
medium-rater
heavy-rater

Figure 6: Within-subject and between-subject test results.
Top: Differences of recommendation quality from different
scenarios. Bottom: Differences of recommendation quality
for users based on their historic rating count. Asterisk (*)
indicates p-val between conditions with Tukey’s HSD test:
𝑝 < .1 (*); 𝑝 < .05 (**); 𝑝 < .01 (***).

We then answer RQ2 with our findings:

RQ2: How do different prompts, scenarios, or users’ native con-
sumption factors influence perceived LLM recommendation qualities?

We found no significant differences in user perceptions based on
varying personalization prompts. Among the three scenarios, users
derived more enjoyment and felt their needs were better met when
asking for niche recommendations. This scenario also provided
users with more novel and unexpected movie suggestions. Addi-
tionally, the level of users’ past movie consumption proved to be a
critical factor influencing their satisfaction with LLM recommenda-
tions and the chatbot’s overall performance. Users who had rated
more movies tended to find the recommendations less satisfactory
and personalized, which likely contributed to a more negative view
of the LLM recommender’s responsiveness and overall usefulness.

4.3 Useful Conversation Strategies
In our third analysis stage, we examined user conversation data
with LLMRec to identify relationships and patterns tied to different
types of user experiences. Our initial step involved running an Or-
dinal Linear Regression (OLR) to evaluate the correlation between
the number of sentences users exchanged with LLMRec and their
satisfaction and understandability score. The results indicated sig-
nificant negative relationships for both Satisfaction (𝑐𝑜𝑒 𝑓 = -0.079,
𝑝 = 0.041) and Understandability (𝑐𝑜𝑒 𝑓 = -0.118, 𝑝 = 0.002), imply-
ing that users who engaged in shorter dialogue feel the LLMRec
had a better overall goal understanding. Also, those who engaged
in longer conversations with LLMRec felt were less likely to be
satisfied with their recommendations.

4.3.1 Pattern Coding. Building on this initial finding, we conducted
a qualitative analysis to identify conversation patterns associated
with user responses to the Satisfaction question. We categorized
responses into positive (i.e., "Agree" and "Strongly agree") and neg-
ative (i.e., "Disagree" and "Strongly disagree"). Using the GMT and
thematic analysis, we identified 10 key patterns that correlated with
both positive and negative user conversations.

Figure 7 illustrates that when users provided specific information
such as previously watched movies, expressed their preferences
(likes or dislikes), or specified genres, their satisfaction with rec-
ommendations tended to be higher. In contrast, users who offered
minimal context and expected LLMRec to infer all their preferences
on its own, treating it like a search engine, generally had lower
satisfaction. Based on these insights, we refined the conversation
patterns and defined five discrete tags to characterize conversa-
tion attributes, as shown in Table 4. Some example conversation
classified under these tags can be found in Appendix Table A2.

4.3.2 Regression Model. We further analyzed all 417 user conver-
sation queries across different scenarios. A researcher manually
labeled these conversations as "Applicable" or "Not Applicable" un-
der each of the five tags. To ensure validation, two other researchers
independently labeled 20% of the conversation data, checking for
inter-rater reliability with Cohen’s Kappa and Krippendorff’s Alpha
coefficients [19], both yielding values of 0.652, indicating substantial
agreement among raters.

We built Ordered Logistic Regression (OLR) models to predict
user survey evaluation metrics based on five conversation tags, as
summarized in Table 5. A key finding was that the main factor
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Tag Description

Dialogue
When users have a conversation by sharing details and giving feedback on how they feel about the recommendations. It should
also be like talking to humans instead of a search engine, not always dumping questions or steering the response to what they want.

Context
When users clearly specify their tastes/requirements/preferences and what they’re looking for. Specifically, they need to come up
with something on their own, not just reuse the scenario context we provided in the survey.

Steering
When users try to make the recommendations converge to their choice without clarifying their objective. They may have multiple
rounds of conversation and iteratively try to nudge the chatbot to get closer to their goal.

Testing
When users try to see how the system works and usually test it negatively. Some examples include asking questions outside of
movie recommendations, or trying to decode the system prompts the bot was based on, or using inappropriate language.

Retry When users re-generate a response to their previous query. This can be identified by repeated queries in conversation history.
Table 4: Main tags associated with user conversation with LLMRec.
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Figure 7: User conversation patterns based on qualitative cod-
ing. Top: the distribution of patterns in negative conversation.
Bottom: the distribution of patterns in positive conversation.

contributing to user satisfaction with recommendations was the
context provided by users. As shown in Fig. 7, users who were
dissatisfied with LLMRec typically shared less context compared
to those who were satisfied and provided specific examples and
requirements. The regression results also suggest that providing
context helps LLMs generate more personalized and diverse rec-
ommendations. Additionally, context positively influences LLM-
Rec’s responsiveness, understandability, and general helpfulness.
Meanwhile, Dialogue had a negative impact on user-perceived un-
derstandability. This indicates that even when users communicated
with the bot in plain, conversational language, they often felt that
the bot didn’t fully understand their objectives.

Users who tried to test LLMRec generally felt less satisfied with
their interactions. However, since their goal was not to get movie
recommendations, the negative impact of the Testing label on rec-
ommendation or general interaction metrics is not necessary of
concern. Additionally, there was a positive relationship between

the Retry label and recommendation explainability, indicating that
repeating the same queries might improve understanding of why
specific recommendations were made. However, Fig. 7 shows that
repeating the same request is among the top patterns linked with
negative interaction experiences, while using a chain-of-thought
strategy could lead to higher satisfactionwith the recommendations.
With all the findings, we answer RQ3:

RQ3: What are some effective interaction strategies users can em-
ploy with the LLM to attain more satisfactory recommendations?

Users need to provide adequate context and details about their
preferences or requirements while asking LLM for recommenda-
tions. Providing examples of what they like or dislike is a good
strategy to make LLM actually learn and expand upon. While hav-
ing a human-like dialogue might not make the LLM understand
user goals better, simply dumping queries and treating the LLM-
Rec as a search engine without follow-up feedback and tuning is
also not the optimal way to get good recommendations. Moreover,
repeating the same queries might temporarily improve the explain-
ability of recommendations, but that could not directly contribute
to their ultimate satisfaction goals. In fact, some highly-satisfied
users provided feedback or executed chain-of-thought strategy in
their conversation. In addition, users need to be reminded about
the ability boundary of LLM recommenders, that they should fo-
cus their conversation in the specific application domain, but not
challenge the bot with irrelevant topics.

5 DISCUSSION
In this section, we summarize our novel findings and future design
implications of LLM recommenders from user experience perspec-
tives in two folds: 1) How can RecSys researchers better utilize
and improve current LLM modeling, prompting, or information re-
trieval strategies to better accommodate user needs; and 2) How can
users be better informed or educated to achieve a more satisfactory
interaction experience from LLM recommenders, without requiring
specific technical background or understanding of terminology?

5.1 Implications for LLM-Rec designers
Our findings showed that few-shot prompts didn’t significantly im-
prove recommendation quality compared to zero-shot or one-shot
approaches. This aligns with Dai et al., who noted that recommen-
dation quality doesn’t always improve with more examples [13].
To address the lack of personalization and novelty in our findings,
retrieval-augmented generation (RAG) has been proposed, allowing
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Satisfaction Personalization Diversity Explainability Responsiveness Understandability Helpfulness Future Use

Dialogue -.375(.086) .031(.890) -.051(.821) .040(.854) -.269(.240) -.427(.050) -.098(.665) -.064(.775)
Context .464(.029) .584(.007) .748(.001) .210(.317) .564(.011) .465(.027) .513(.017) .188(.382)
Steering .056(.793) -.127(.560) .003(.991) .078(.715) -.124(.575) -.281(.188) .162(.448) .186(.382)
Testing -.938(.008) -1.061(.010) -.816(.056) -.778(.028) .301(.404) -.645(.057) -.456(.208) -1.026(.003)
Retry -.021(.960) .428(.299) .598(.119) .845(.041) -.471(.212) -.011(.977) .201(.608) .620(.118)

Table 5: OLR Analysis of conversation label features to user survey response metrics. Each column of metrics is run with one
single OLR model. Value in each cell is formatted as coef (p-val).

for user and item context to be integrated into LLM-based recom-
mendations [27]. Research by Di Palma has looked into retrieval-
augmented RecSys with offline datasets [14], finding it effective
for re-ranking more diverse, though potentially less relevant, rec-
ommendations [9]. However, success with RAG requires careful
selection of embedding and retrieval models, with field tests needed
to validate effectiveness.

LLMs’ native recommendation capabilities are often limited by
their training data, which tends to be biased toward popular content
[61]. However, LLMs offer two distinct advantages over traditional
recommendation systems: 1) they excel at explaining recommenda-
tions using personal context, as noted by Acharya et al. [2], Wang
et al. [53], and Silva et al. [48]; 2) they can learn in-context, adapting
to users’ real-time interests during recommendation [7, 45]. We sug-
gest that future practitioners leverage these benefits by integrating
LLMs into recommendation systems to improve user experience.
Additionally, a hybrid approach can help reduce LLM-generated
content hallucination by anchoring recommendations in grounded,
genuine item databases.

The qualitative analysis of survey responses revealed several
areas for improving LLM-based recommenders. Users suggested
incorporating beyond-text recommendations, like movie posters
or trailers, for a more intuitive experience. This could be achieved
with visual-enhanced chatbots or by exploring multimodal recom-
mendation generation [59]. Users also wanted LLMRec to improve
short-term memory and retain context throughout a conversation
session, as seen in MemGPT [40]. Additionally, users requested
LLMRec to be more proactive in seeking context and feedback dur-
ing recommendations. Researchers might experiment with different
LLM personas [23, 37] to determine the optimal level of proactivity
and user-customizable recommendations.

Another issue raised was the balance between AI-generated
content censorship and recommendation quality. Users proposed
confidence thresholds and disclaimers to address LLM hallucina-
tions and misinformation [16, 35, 36]. However, some users, like
P241, expressed concerns about overly strict content guardrails:
"...the guardrails were a bit too strict. I wanted to ask the system for a
more naughty movie, but was prevented as it would not recommend
anything with violence or sex. I can see why this is a problem in the
US, but it is also a problem if the chatbot is unable to recommend
high-quality movies just because they have a violent or sexual theme."
This highlights a research gap for future studies to explore the right
balance of AI ethics in LLM recommenders.

5.2 Learnings for End Users
The success of LLM recommenders cannot be achieved without
well-informed users with proper goals and interaction flows. The
first learning we summarize from the study is to remind users to

provide adequate context in order to get more personalized and spe-
cific recommendations that can better satisfy their needs, echoed by
what Vaithilingam et al. and Skjuve et al. identified before [49, 52].
As we observed from the lack of difference in prompting techniques,
it is challenging for designers to include the most relevant context
to system prompt since users’ needs are constantly changing. Fu-
ture studies can explore different ways to encourage more context
from users to benefit in-context learning [7, 45]. Some solutions can
be tuning a proactive LLM that asks users for more contextual infor-
mation. However, such model needs to be carefully tuned to respect
the boundary between useful context and sensitive private informa-
tion, and also keep conversation length in mind because users are
impatient. Another way can be introducing some query examples
for users to mimic or follow before they start their interaction.

Another important implication is to inform users about LLM
recommender’s capability and set reasonable expectations, similar
to what Zamfirescu-Pereira et al. found before [60]. As reflected
in Fig. 7, one of the top patterns associated with conversations
of unsatisfied users it having too high expectation, such as P54
shared, "While the chatbot claims to know my profile, it clearly does
not. It claimed that I recently disliked the Matrix, that is not true, I
liked it, and it was a long time ago. But was right about the other
movies." This user case implies that while we need to set more strict
rules for LLM to avoid such hallucination, we also need to help
users construct the right expectation and understand there should
be a room for LLM to make mistakes, which is also the case to
encourage them to correct any wrong information and allow LLMs
to learn. For example, users can be educated about how to utilize
chain-of-thought interaction strategy to elicit step-wise reasons
of making certain recommendations and iteratively improve the
recommendations they get.

Finally, we also find future opportunity for developing built-
in mechanism in LLM to detect users’ off-the-track behavior and
advise them to keep their conversation within the certain recom-
mendation domain. Results from Fig. 7 and Table 5 both suggest
that having irrelevant topics to recommendation or testing and
challenging the LLM recommender contribute to negative user ex-
perience. To avoid unintentional drifting from the recommendation
theme, users should be gently reminded of such behavior, either by
LLM directly from conversation or from some extra UI alert.

5.3 Limitations
Our study has several limitations. First, we were unable to test
with more advanced pre-trained LLMs due to hardware constraints.
Second, our prompts only incorporated recent user ratings, without
exploring a broader range of user context combinations. Third, we
only applied qualitative coding to user conversation data, with-
out utilizing other NLP techniques for analysis. Addressing these
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limitations could be valuable for future research to enhance under-
standing in this domain.
6 CONCLUSION
In this study, we conducted a field experiment with LLM-based
movie recommenders using zero-shot, one-shot, and few-shot per-
sonalized prompts to evaluate user interaction across three rec-
ommendation scenarios. By analyzing real-user conversations and
semi-structured survey responses, we observed the following: 1)
Users valued LLMs for their superior explainability and interactivity
but found their generated recommendations not as good compared
to those from classic recommender systems; 2) Recommendations
for unpopular movies were more enjoyable and better met users’
needs than those for personalized or ask-for-others scenarios. Ad-
ditionally, the number of movies a user has watched significantly
influenced their perception of LLM recommenders; 3) Providing
personal or example-based context can lead to more personalized
and satisfactory recommendations from LLMs. We believe these
findings offer a useful starting point for future research aiming
to enhance personalized interaction experiences with LLM-based
recommender applications.
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F-val P-val F-O F-Z O-Z

Enjoyment .208 .812 .086(.825) .071(.867) -.015(.994)
Satisfaction 1.213 .298 -.197(.375) -.191(.372) .007(.999)
Personalization 1.030 .358 .095(.791) -.113(.699) -.208(.327)
Diversity 2.325 .099 -.235(.161) -.232(.146) .003(.100)
Novelty 2.930 .054 -.266(.081) -.238(.112) .028(.973)
Serendipity 2.002 .136 -.057(.894) -.232(.132) -.176(.342)
Trustworthiness .124 .883 -.057(.893) -.048(.916) .009(.997)
Explainability .008 .993 -.008(.999) -.018(.992) -.001(.998)
Responsiveness 1.020 .363 -.161(.772) -.321(.329) -.161(.772)
Understandability .278 .758 -.161(.765) -.125(.839) .036(.987)
Usefulness .928 .397 -.140(.837) -.321(.365) -.182(.742)
Future-Use 1.107 .333 -.095(.935) -.375(.325) -.280(.559)
Table A1: AVOVA and pairwise Tukey’s HSD test results for
different prompt metrics. Pairwise stats include the mean
difference and p-val in bracket. F: Few-shot, O: One-shot, Z:
Zero-shot.
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Example Raw User Conversation with LLMRec Dialogue Context Steering Testing Retry

"Can you recommend a few movies for me?" NA NA NA NA NA

"Can you recommend a movie for a date. it has to be something i like but she has to like it too. shes a bit more normal then me’,
’I dont want a rom com’, ’something i havent seen’, ’:those are too weird for a first date with someone whos taste i dont know.
also ive seen 3 of those. try again. Ideally it would be a movie that maves the viewer feel sophisticated’, ’2 and 3 are good recs thanks.’

A A A NA NA

’Can you recommend some movie for me’, ’i have watched inception’, ’i have already watched the matrix’,
’Can you recommend some movie for me, ’but i have already watched inception’, ’Can you recommend some movie for me’,
’but i have already watched inception, the shawshank redemption and the lords of the rings’

NA NA A NA A

"Ok, that seems useless and tedious, but let’s try this. Recommend 10 movies", "I’ve seen all of those. Recommend 10 more movies
and don’t recommend those again. Also, I hated The Godfather (1972) and The Big Lebowski (1998)", "I’ve seen all of those.
Recommend 10 more movies I haven’t seen. I liked all of them except The Lobster (2015)", ’Who directed The Lighthouse (2019)?’,
’List all movies directed by Robert Eggers’, "That isn’t correct. Robert Eggers also directed The Northman and The Witch",
"I’ve watched Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind (2004), The Lighthouse (2019), The Florida Project (2017), The Killing of a
Sacred Deer (2017), The Witch (2015), The Invitation (2015), The Love Witch (2016), and The Northman (2022). Recommend 10 more
movies I haven’t seen. Don’t recommend horror films.", ’Stop’, "Recommend 10 movies I haven’t seen that my boyfriend might also like",
’I asked for 10 and you give me 5’, "I can’t find any information about The Prisoner (1977)"

A A A A A

’can you recommend some movies that are perfect for a road trip? preferably something with action, "recomend me a movie that I haven’t seen",
’something like "shutter island"’, "can you recommend me a good oscar worthy movie preferably something I haven’t seen", ’can you give me list’,
"can you recommend me a list of good Thiller-worthy movies preferably something I haven’t seen"

NA A A NA NA

Table A2: Example user conversations and their associated taggings. A denotes Applicable, NA denotes Not Applicable.

Figure A1: Example Chatbot Recommendation Interface.
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